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explore in. What better thing to do then to move to the

country and get a couple acres of land for the kids to play

in? Brian and Gretchen saw a small ad in a local newspaper

for a 15-acre parcel located in Esparto. Nobody had heard

of Esparto before, so they had to do things the old-

fashioned way and find it on a road map. Though 15 acres

was more than they really wanted, they decided to put in a

bid and see what would happen. As you have probably

guessed, they won the bid! 

I (Alicia) remember the first time we went as a family to the

property (after winning the bid). It was hot, all the grass was

dead and dry, and the property really wasn't much to  look

at (not even to a four-year-old). I just remember a ton of

parched dirt clods, cow patties from the neighbor's cows,

Paddock Orchard

 We realize that few of you have ever heard the story of 

 Capay Hills Orchard and its origins, and so we'd like to

share it with you now. This is the story of us …. the story,

that is, of how we came to Esparto, CA and how we got

into this crazy world of organic farming--while raising

and homeschooling six kids to boot! This will mostly be

told from the perspective of the writer, Alicia Paddock,

and will include some of her memories of the past 21

years as well as some of her take-aways. 

Towards the end of the year 2000, the Paddock family

numbered six: parents Brian and Gretchen, and the kids

Kyle (8), Nicholas (6), Alicia (4), and Jessica (2). We were

outgrowing our house in the city of Vacaville, and my

parents wanted more space for us kids to play and 



a bunch of scattered old trees, and rattlesnakes. During that first visit, my

two-year-old sister had a very close encounter with a rattlesnake!

In November of 2000 we had to sell our house in Vacaville, even though

we didn't have a house built on our new land yet. Then for the next nine

months, while our house was being built, we lived in a trailer on the

property. I have many fond memories of living in the trailer! It was fairly

small, so all four of us kids were crammed into one room, and I remember

not being able to fit all six of us at the kitchen table for meals. But we

made it work! I also have many  memories of watching the construction of

our new house. My sister Jessica and I loved to parade past the workers

during their lunch break, holding kittens in our little wooden Radio Flyer

wagon! I don't remember this part, but since most of our toys were in

storage, apparently Jessica and I got very creative and turned cereal

boxes, silverware, and TupperWare into our toys! I remember sitting with

my siblings in the garage on overturned 5-gallon buckets watching our

concrete driveway get poured, playing in the shower with my brothers

before it was really a shower, and watching backhoes, tractors, and the

UPS truck get stuck in our mud. UPS refused to deliver again until we had

a gravel driveway! My brother Kyle and my dad were out there helping the

workers any time they could, on both the house and the driveway.

The land we had purchased had literally nothing on it when we bought it

but the ag well (dug in the 1970s) and a bunch of scattered old almond

trees. It didn't take long, though, for my dad to start working hard to

improve the land! This was accomplished initially by painstakingly weeding

all 15 acres of the invasive starthistle plant, as well as removing dead

orchard trees. Then he started landscaping, and in 2002, just after

welcoming Joshua Paddock to the world, we got an in-ground pool! I have

lots of memories from this time of installing the irrigation system for our 

1/2-acre lawn, weeding that entire lawn as a family, filling the pool for the first time, and learning how to lay and

cement brick--all at a very young age! We also cleaned up our creek during this time, since it had been used a

community dump for probably the past century! I have lots of exciting memories from that process! But in the midst of

all this work, Dad got another idea ... why not farm the old almond trees currently on the property? They were still

producing, and Dad realized it would be a great way to extend our home education even further by teaching us the

value of hard work! I have to admit I think it took a while for us to value that properly, and we complained our fair

share for sure, especially when Dad's "we'll harvest just three rows of trees" turned into at least six! At this time, we

called our "farm" Paddock Orchard, for a general lack of creativity. Some of the money we made from selling our

almonds us kids used to buy things like a trampoline, an extra day at Disneyland, and an ATV. 

Throughout this time I remember my mom being so supportive and flexible with our crazy lifestyle. She mastered the

impossible and learned how to give six kids in six different grades a solid, well-rounded education (and life in general), all

while accepting that life changed rapidly day to day. She would even teach herself a math or science curriculum first

before she had to teach it to us, so that she could know how to help us! She ended up teaching us year-round, more or less,

so that we could spend half a school day out weeding the backyard or harvesting the old orchard. She also empowered us

kids a lot in taking ownership of our education by allowing us to choose or even design our own curriculums. She has always

been very willing to do what it takes on her part to make running a farm work, though the demands are numerous and often

last-minute! On top of the farm and homeschooling, my entire family was also very involved in a homeschool co-op, Little

League, a local soccer league, and our local Catholic church.



By September 2008, our family had expanded again and we were moving on to

bigger things once more. Now there were six of us kids: Kyle (16), Nicholas (14),

Alicia (12), Jessica (10), Joshua (6), and Becca (3). With the assistance of a

USDA grant and the even bigger dream of my dad's, we dove head-first into

farming! We had to start, however, with tearing out our old orchard. A few years

ago I found out, while researching local history for my senior thesis in college,

that that old orchard had been planted in 1916 as part of an orchard which

included two of our neighbors' land. We still have 19 of those original trees

around our house, now aged 105! A few of them are definitely more rapidly

showing signs of their age, and we are afraid we will have to part with 2 or 3

within the next few years! Our family favorite we named "the twisty tree,"

because its trunk grows in a twisted manner (a characteristic of an IXL variety

almond, no longer grown), and it is the tree featured on our logo. 

Anyways, long story short, we tore out our old orchard, cut up all the old trees

into firewood, and then we ripped the orchard (4-foot-deep gashes in the

ground to break and pull up roots) and then we disked it (to pull up more roots

and get the ground ready for land planing). I learned to drive our tractor during

this time and got lots of practice hauling trees and pulling our trailer. We must

have been the funniest-looking family, with 4 young kids and a dad out there

chucking broken roots into an old handmade trailer. Sometimes Mom joined too,

when Joshua and Becca were napping. I remember that we found several

pieces of petrified wood out there and hundreds of small wildflower bulbs.

Every now and then Mom would come out or send little Joshua out with water

for us. After the disking, Dad rented a land-plane and roller and smoothed out

the entire orchard. It was the weirdest thing seeing our property bare, without

even grass! One night when there was a full moon, Dad pulled out our little go-

cart (powered with a lawnmower engine) and we spent a couple hours tearing

around our empty land. I should mention, as a small disclaimer, that we only did

all this (and the following) work to the front part of our orchard the first year,

and we did the back part of our orchard the next year.

After all this, the real work kicked in! With us 5 older kids being the primary

labor force (remember, Josh was only 6!) and Dad being "jefe," we

accomplished what many would have considered to be impossible and certainly

insane. We dug the ditches and laid the pipes for our irrigation system, we very

strategically and carefully placed hundreds of 3-foot stakes to mark where

each tree was, and then we went and cut each one of those stakes down to 10

inches because we hadn't realized we needed them shorter since the tractor

had to drive over each one to make a mound of dirt around each stake! Don't

worry, we learned that before we put the stakes in the back "orchard"! After

that, we would go around with what we called a "planting board" and put two

more stakes on either side of the primary stake, at equal distances from the

primary stake. This allowed us to take out the main stake while still being able

to locate later exactly where each tree would be planted. We were very precise

with our measurements, and the Pythagorean theorem came in very useful! I

remember driving our ATV out to the orchard to work for several hours with

Jessica and Josh, hammering 10" stakes into the ground, using our planting

board to determine the location. We came up with a family chant which we

didn't hesitate to share with all the neighbors but which I won't share here at



the risk of embarrassing my siblings! 

In January 2009 we held a good old-fashioned orchard planting (like a "barn raising")! We had friends, family, my

dad's co-workers, and neighbors all come and spend a day helping us plant our orchard--no prior experience

required. We had donuts, coffee cake, and hard-boiled eggs in the morning and a BBQ as a mid-day meal, and

everybody had a wonderful time!

We had so many positive comments from those who came and helped us plant about how much fun they all had and

how much they enjoyed learning about the process, that we planted the back half of the orchard in April 2010 the

same way. In fact, because we saw how strongly people wanted to be a part of this innovative process, we harvested

our trees by hand the first few years the exact same way--with friends, family, and neighbors all pitching in! 

But why organic? And why the orchard at all? I'll let Brian (my dad) answer that: When Gretchen and I were looking

for country property to raise the family we were thinking of a couple acres, but the property we really liked was 15.

We had growing an orchard in mind initially, but building a home came first. The impetus for the farm itself was two-

fold: an additional source of income to supplement my insufficient salary and a laboratory for the kids to learn, grow,

and earn money. We waited several years before our EQIP grant was funded, providing valuable funds for the

irrigation and hedgerow. From property purchase to having a home took one year and then another eight to plant the

first set of trees. In the meantime the kids hand-harvested the 100-year old trees, hand-sorted the almonds on a very

old hulling-and-shelling machine, and made a little money to do fun things like an extra night in Disneyland. Us kids

learned a lot about financial responsibility, hard work, and time management through the farm! Brian says We chose

to farm organic because our family lives on the same land and drinks the same water as the trees. We didn't want

want to take any chances with our health. We chose to sell unpasteurized almonds because we realized

there was a niche market for the product, it would work well by direct sales, and ultimately, unpasteurized almonds

were a healthier product.

Many of you, our readers and customers, have been with us for the past few years so you have seen how we are

constantly evolving and learning better ways to run and care for our farm. If you aren't as familiar with us, I invite you

to read through our past newsletters, which date back to May of 2014, to continue journeying on with us a little more

familiarly. 

Before I close this (very lengthy) article, I would like to add a few of my take-aways from my life growing up on the

farm that I want to challenge you all in: First off, hard work is valuable and I am extremely grateful to my parents for

demonstrating its value to me and my siblings and pushing me to develop skills and character in that regard.

Secondly, doing things together as a family, especially projects of any nature, will go a long way towards developing

a closer and more healthy family unit and individual persons. Lastly, be good stewards! Your life and this beautiful

world is a gift given to us freely, so treat it and use it as such! Take care of your body and take care of the world we

live in. 1 Peter 4:10 says "As each has received a gift, employ it for one another, as good stewards of God's varied

grace." 

Now, 21 years after moving to Esparto and 13 years after forming Capay Hills Orchard, we realize that we truly have

come a long way! God has blessed us beyond description and we are so grateful to share our blessings and our gifts

with others through our almonds. We hope our story has inspired you to share your own blessings and gifts and at the

very least affirmed you in your choice to eat truly raw, organic almonds from Capay Hills Orchard. Thanks for reading!

 


